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A globally convcrgCllt ~ricc adjustnlcut proccss
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Reinoucl Joostent Dolf Talmanl
At~tract
An exchange economy is said to bc in cx)uilibrium if at sornc price
ve.ctor the demand for each commodity equals its supply. 'I'he cor-
responding price vec:tor is ealled an equilibrium pricx' vec:tor. 7~kre
purpose of this paper is to introduce a new price adjustment process
which is globally convergent. The latter means that the price adjust-
ment process may start at an arbitrary prioe vector and terrninates
with an cduilibrinm pric:e vcc:tor for arbitrary exchange ecxmomiere.
'1'hc pricx ac}justrnent prcKx.ws is ba.uxl on thc following two inforrna-
tional inputs. lbr cach price vector, its position relative to Lhe start-
ing price vector nceds to be known, and the aggregate exoess demand
needs to be evaluatcd.
Under the price adjustment process only the prices of commodities
having the highcst cxoess demand are increa.9ed from their initial lev-
els. Simiiltaneonsly, only thc priuw of cxrrnrncxlitics having thc highcst
excess supply, i.e., lowcwt excx..ws demand, are dec:rea.ved frorn their ini-
tial levcls. In this rnanner, the demand of a cx,mmcxíity with lowest
excess demand is Lypicxilly, but not ncxx:.RSarily, increased, while the
demand for a cbmmodity with highest exc~ws demand is typically do-
creased. To ensure oonvergence ot the price adjustment prc~s, it ia
necxssary to keep a price which has bcen raised or has been lowered
from its starting level, fixed at this initial level as soon as during the
process that price bcx;omes equal to its initial price again.
''Chc authors thank .lesur.lau:quci Herinp,w fur usc(ul commenty on an cxrrlier
version
of this pa{rcr.
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1 Introduction
At. an ecunomic equiliUrium, the demand for each cummodity is, given the
pric.es fur all commodities, precisely equal tu the supply uf t.hat cummud-
ity. The prices of the cummodities play an important role fur the levels of
the demand as well as the supply on the market uf each commudit.y. The
market for a commodity is said tu be in equilibri~un if the excess demand
for that commodity is equal to zeru. An equilibrium price vectur is a price
vector satisfying that the markets uf all commodities are in equilibrium. The
question if and how an economic eq~iilibriiun can be reached starting from a
situation where the econumy is not in equilibrium, has attracted much the-
oretical attention. Given the crucial role of the prices of the
commodities in
the economy, it is hardly surprising that many contributions in the literature
have focussed on price adjustment processes.
An informal model in an exchange framework was proposed akeady by
Walras (1874) as a solution to the problem of reaching an equilibriiun price
vector. It is, however, not difficult to construct. an economy fur
which this
so-called successive tátonnement process does not converge to an equilibrium
price vector, meaning that it continues forever without reaching
an eqiiilib-
rium price vector.
Samuelson (1947) formulated an improvement ofWalras' successive táton-
nement process, the so-called simultaneous tátonnement ptocess, as a
set
of differential equatiuns which formalize that the price uf each commodity
changes proportional to its excess demand at any point in time. As the
name indicates, all prices are changed simulaneously throughout this
process,
hence information available from the markets of all commodities is used.
For
some time, scientific interest focussed on finding conditions tu ensure the
convergence of Samuelson's simultaneous tátonnement process and related
price adjustment processes, see e.g., Arrow and Hurwicz (1958), Arruw et
al.
(1959), Uzawa (1961). The conditions pruvided by the latter
cuntributions
on the excess demand function and the price adjustment processes,
which are
necessary tu assure convergence of the dynamical process to an
equilibrium
price vector, are very strong.
Scarf (1960) demonstrated that any project of finding (realistic)
necessary
and sufficient conditions for convergence uf such price
adjustment processes
was bound to be too ambitious. For an exchange economy
with one equilib-
rium price vector, Scarf showed that the simultaneotts tátonnement
process
may c,ycle forever withont reaching an equilibrium price vector.
Furthermure,
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the cuntributions of Sonnenschein (1972, 1973), Mantel (1974), and Debreu
(1974) showed definitely and explicitl,y that any function fulfilling only three
conditions, namely continuity, Walras' law, and homogeneity of degree zero
in prices, can be an excess demand function for an exchange economy. Hence,
even for the highly stylized setting uf an exchange economy, almost an,y dy-
namical process should be anticipated as the result of cumbining Samuelson's
price adjustment process with some excess demand fimctiun. Therefure, the
conditiuns on the excess demand fimctions ensuring cunvergence tu eqnilib-
rium fuund until then, must Le viewed as unduely strong. A very promising
alternative price adjustment prucess was prupused Ly Smale (1976). This
process is known to converge to an equilibrium price vectur fut arbitrary
excess demand functions. However, it must be started on the boundary of
the price space to ensure convergence to an equilibrium price vectur, which
makes the economic interpretation of the path of prices generated by this
process somewhat cumbersome and its applicability limited.
Scarf (1967) and Kuhn (1968) formulated two different types of prucesses
for computing an eqiulibrium price vector. The sequenr.e uf price vectors
generated by each of these computational processes, furms a path uf puints
in the unit simplex, being the set of nonnegative price vectors for which the
cumponents add up to unity. This path of price vec:turs may be interpreted
as a price adjustment process. Scarf's cumputational process is the
dual of
Kuhn's process in the fullowing sense. For the former process, initially the
price of the cummodity which has the lowest excess demand is decreased, and
a path of points in the price space is generated satisfying the property that
the excess demands for all other commodities are kept approximately equal to
each other. For Kuhn's process, however, the price of the commodity which
has the highest excess demand is increased initially, and the prices of all
other cummodities are changed such that their excess demands are kept ap-
proximately equal to each other. Both processes terminate at an equilibrium
price vector for arbitrary exchange economies provided all goods are
desir-
able. To ensure convergence, however, these prucesses must be started at a
price vector, where one or more cummodities have prices are equal to zero.
An attractive economic interpretation of these price adjustment
prucesses is
therefore not straightforward.
The price adjustment process which we present in this paper,
may be
regarded as a synthesis between the prucesses of Scarf and Kuhn. In
contrast
to the latter two processes however, the process may start at an
arbitrary
price vector in the unit simplex. In the process, the price
of the commodity
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having the highest excess demand is initially increased, and simultaneuusly
the price of the cummodity having the highest excess supply, i.e., the luwest
excess demand, is decreased. The relative prices of the other commodities
are initially not changed. Thruughout the entire process uf price adjustment,
the prices uf commudities with the highest excess demand are allowed to
be higher than their initial values as in Scarf's process, while the prices of
cummodities with the luwest excess demand are allowed to be luwer than
their initial values, as in Kuhn's process. The prices of the cummodities
which have neither maximal nor minimal excess demand, remain equal to
their initial values.
Other processes that may start at any price vectur were introduced by
van der Laan and Talman (1987b) and Kamiya (1990). In van der Laan
and Talman (1987b) an adjustment process is proposed in which initially the
price ofeach commodity fur which the excess demand is positive (negative), is
increased (decreased) proportionally to its level at the starting price vector.
In general, this process keeps the prices of the cummodities with pusitive
(negative) excess demand relatively maximal (minimal). In the prucess uf
Kamiya (1990) a humotupy fimction is intrudur.ed which defurms a trivial
system having a unique solution, to the system of the excess demand function.
One attractive feature of our price adjustment process is its natnral in-
terpretation, namely the relative prices of the commodities which are the
scarcest and the most abundant, are changed first. Actually, raising the
prices uf the scarcest commodities and lowering the prices of the most
abun-
dant ones, makes sense ecunomically. In this way, in general the excess
demand (supply) of a commodity having the highest excess demand (supply)
decreases. Moreover, the path of relative prices for a pure exchange ecunomy
with n f 1 commodities followed by the price adjustment process may be ap-
proximated by the su-called n(n-f 1)-ray variable dimension restart algurithm
of Joosten and Talman (1993), which was designed for computing economic
equilibria on the n-dimensional unit simplex.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following sectiun, we discuss
cumputational processes, price adjustment processes, and convergence prop-
erties of these processes rather informally. In Section 3, we
furmulate the
underlying model of an exchange economy and several other concepts
rele-
vant for a description uf the price adjustment process. We furthermore
show
the existence of an equilibrium price vector for arbitrary
aggregate excess
demand functions. In Sectiun 4, we formiilate the globally
convergent price
adjustment process. We demonstrate how the price adjustment
process works
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by means of a detailed description for an example.
2 Price adjustment processes and criteria for
convergence
In Walras' successive tàtonnement process, the 'auctioneer' ignores all in-
formatiun from the markets of other commodities, while adjusting the price
of a certain commodity in order to achieve an equilibrium on that market.
As an improvement, Samuelson (1947) formulated the so-called simultaneous
tàtonnement process where all prices are changed simultaneously, as follows
d~ - z(P)~ (1)
where for an economy with commodities indexed j E In}1 -{1,...,n ~- 1},
the vectur z(p) -(zi(p), ..., z,, ~i(p)) ris the excess demand evaluated at price
(vector) p-(pi,...,pnfi) E Kt}I`{On~'}, where R~t~ -{x E IZ"}' I x; ? 0
for all j E I"t'}, and 0"t' is the (n f 1)-vector of zeroes. If the fimc-
tion z is continuous (Lipschitz continuous or, more strongly,
continuously
differentiable), there exists a(unique) solution curve {p(t)}i~o satisfying
p(U) - po E Rt}'`{U"}'} and Equation (1). By using
Walras' law, i.e.,
pTZ(p) - 0 for all p E I~~'`{Un}1} it may be confirmed that un the tra-
jectory {p(t)}i~o the length (measured in the Euclidean norm II . IIz) of the
vectora being generated remains constant. Indeed for p - p(t), it fullows that
d(II p II s)~dt - d(~;er.,,~ p~)~dt -~;E~,.t, 2pidp;~dt -
2~;E~..t~ pizi~) - 0
by Walras' law.
The interpretation uf the simultaneuus tàtonnement process is intiutively
and economically appealing. If the excess demand of a good is pusitive
(negative), then its price is increased (decreased) proportional to its excess
demand. We refer to Arrow and Hurwicz (1958), Arrow et al. (1959),
Uzawa
(1961) for sufficient conditions under which a large class of price
adjust-
ment processes, to which Samuelson's tàtonnement process belongs,
con-
verges. These conditions are generally viewed as quite strong, and
certainly
not all economies satisfy these conditiuns. For some time
attention in the
profession focused on finding weaker conditions on excess
demand functions
and price adjustment processes for which convergence to an equilibriiun
price
vector was guaranteed. Among these conditions, conditions fur
uniqueness
of an equilibrium price vector received particular interest.
Huwever, Scarf
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(1960) showed conclusively that the simriltaneous tátonnement. process may
not converge to an equilibrium price vector, even if this eqtulibrium price
vector is imiquely determined.
The results of Sonnenschein (1972, 1973), Mantel (1974), and Debreu
(1974) imply that an excess demand fimction for an exchange econumy is
characterized b,y only three properties, namely cont.inuit,y, Walras' law, and
humogeneity of degree zero in the prices. Under ver,y weak cunditiuns, ev-
ery exchange economy with utility maximizing agents, yields an aggregate
excess demand function fulfilling these three conditiuns. Moreover, fur any
continuous function satisfying Walras' law and homogeneity of degree zero in
the prices, an exchange economy with utility maximizing agents can be con-
structed, such that the resulting aggregate excess demand function is equal
to the former function arbitrarily closely on an arbitrarily large stibset uf the
interior of the space of all possible price vectors.
Smale (1976) formulated a more sophisticated method uf price adjust-
ment, called the Global Newton method. This method has the furm, for
t~0,
p„ti(t) - 1, and (2)
zi(p(t)) - ~(t)zi(P(0)), j - 1,...,n
where z is a continuously differentiable excess demand function. The scalar
.~(t) is a real valued function evaluated at point 1. in time.
Fur almost all
initial price vectors on the boundary of ~r'`{0"}~} with p„f~ -
1, the
Global Newton method converges to an equilibrium price vector, provided
the
eigenvalues of the (n x n)-Jacobian-matrix Dz(p) of the function (z~, ..., z„)
are all nonzero at a zero of ;,.
Equations (2) can be rewritten as
dzi~) - -a(t)zi(P), j - 1,...,n. (3)dt
Equation (3) implies that under this price adjustment process the change
in the excess demand of each of the first n commodities, is propurtional
to
the excess demand itself. Under Scarf's computatiunal process (1967),
when





a path of prices is followed satisfying
z~ (p) - zk (p) fur all j, k E I" `~, such that j, k ~ n-~ 1,
for all prices p un the path. Hence, the changes in the first ~t components
of the excess demand functiun x are prupurtional tu x itself in this prucess
as well. Several suthurs have remarked that Smale's Clubal Newton methud
fulluws the same path as Scarf's c.umputational process when the former is
started at the price vector (0,...,0,1)T. An alternative manner of
describing
the path of points p followed by the prucesses of Scarf and Smale when started
at 11 -(O, .., O, 1)T, ls
pt ~ v~ and z~(p) - max xh(~), j- 1, . ., rt,
hE I~i ~
P"fl G v"tl and z"fl(P) - min xh(P).- hci"t~
A price adjustment process is said to be ~miversally cunvergent if it
con-
verges to an equilibrium price vector fur (almost) all aggregate excess demand
functions. If the price adjustment process additionally accumplishes this feat
while being started in an (almost) arbitrary price vector, then it is called
globally convergent. We call a process effective (in the sense of Saari and
Simon, 1978), if the solutions converge to an equilibrium price vector for
(almost) all initial price vectors in some subset of the space on which the
excess demand is given. Samuelson's tàtonnement process is not
universally
convergent, which follows from Scarf (1960), hence it is also not globally
con-
vergent. The related computational processes of Scarf (1967, 1973) and Kuhn
(1968, 1969) must start on the boundary of the price space, hence
while being
universally convergent, these methods are not glubally convergent. Smale's
Global Newtun method is both universally convergent and effective,
but it
is not globally convergent, since it must start un the bollndary of the
price
space to ensure convergence. Keenan (1981) also demonstrated that
the
Global Newton method is also locally effective in the sense that convergence
to an equilibrium price vector is guaranteed if the method is started near an
equilibrium price vector, albeit not necessarily to the same equilibrium price
vector. Keenan (1981) has shown that for a cumpletely arbitrary
starting
point, convergence of Smale's method is not guaranteed.
Recently, several cuntributions have appeared in the literature each
link-
ing a certain globally convergent price adjustment process
to a so-called vari-
able dimension restart algorithm. The class of variable
dimension restart
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algorithms for finding an equilibritun price vectur originated with the con-
tribution of van der Laan and Talman (1979). This algorithm generalized
Scarf's algurithm (1973) in the sense that the process of van der Laan and
Talman may start at an arbitrary price vector in the interior uf the state
space, which is the n-dimensiunal unit simplex in case the econumy has n f 1
commodities. The first round of the algorithm uf van der Laan and Talman
may start with a rather large step size, and this rotmd terminates rather
quickly with a first approximation uf an equilibrium price vector. If the ex-
cess demand at this price vector does not fulfil a given accuracy crit.erion, the
prucedure is restarted near t.he approximating equilibriiun price vect.ur found
in the first round, with a smaller step size. This second rotmd terminates
with anuther approximation of the equilibrium price vector, and in general
the excess demand at this price vec.tor is cluser to zero in each cumpunent
than the approximation found in the first ruund. Each round terminates in a
finite number of steps with an approximation of an equilibritrm price vector.
Whenever the excess demand function at this approximation dces not fulfil
the given accuracy criterion, the procedure is restarted with a
smaller step
size. In this manner, an appruximatiun uf an equilibritrm price vector can
be
formd such that the excess demand function evaluated at this price vector,
fulfils the arbitrary predetermined accuracy criterion.
Several improvements and generalizations of the original variable dimen-
sion restart algorithm of van der Laan and Talman (1979) have been
devel-
uped since, e.g., Doup and Talman (1987), van der Laan et al. (1987) and
Duup et al. (1987). By these contributions, cunsiderable gains in compu-
tational efficiency relative tu the efficiency of the algorithms uf Scarf (1967,
1973) and Kuhn (1968, 1969), but alsu relative to the efficienc,y uf the origi-
nal algorithm of van der Laan and Talman (1979), have been
accomplished.
Furthermore, several of these variable dimension restart algorithms
generate
paths of prices which allow fur more natural interpretations as economically
plausible paths of a price adjustment process (see, e.g., van der Laan and
Talman, 1987a, and van den Elzen, 1993). The price adjustment process
which we are abuut to present in this paper, is closely related tu
a variable
dimension restart algorithm as well, namely the ~a(n
-}- 1)-ray algorithm for




3 Model and preliminaries
We cunsider a cumpetitive exchange econom,y with n{- 1 commodities, in-
dexed j E!"t' -{ 1, ..., n i- 1}. The set uf all pussible price vecturs is
R~}~`{U"t~}, where 0"{~ is the (n f 1)-vectur consisting of zeros. Siippose
that the economy has m. consumers. Each consumer is characterized by his
consumption set, initial enduwments , and preference relation. Fur each con-
sumer i E In` -{1,..., m} the fullowing holds.





where wh -(w~,..., wn t~) T is the vector of initial endowments of the ra -~ 1
commodities of consumer h E In`;
b) w~ 1 0 for all j E In}1;
c) The preference relation Y; is continuous, monotonic and strictly con-
vex.
Let B' (P) -{x E X` ~ PT x C pT w' } be the budget set of consumer i E 1 m
given price vector p E Rf}~`{U"t~}. We assume that each consumer i E I"`
maximizes his utility over his budget set, i.e., he chooses a maximal element
with respect to his preferences ~; in the budget set B'(p). Under
a)-c), for
every, p E Rtt~`{U"t~ } this utility maximizing element is unique, moreover it
is a buundary element of the budget set. Let x'(p) be the utility maximizing
demand of consumer i given the price p E I~t~`{U"t~}, then p~a.`(p) -
pT w', for each consumer i E Im. Furthermore, x` : Rf t l`{U"} ~}--~ R"t~ is
cuntinuous for each consumer i E Im.
Let z` - R~fl`{U""r~ }--~ R"}l, be the excess demand function ofconsumer
i E Im, defined by z`(p) - x'(p) - w' for every p E R~}~`{U"}~}.
Then,
pT z`(p) - 0 for every p E RFt~ `{U" t~}. The aggregate excess demand
function, defined by z(p) -~,Eim z`(p) for every p E R~t~`{U"t~}, is a
continuous function satisfying:
i) pTZ(p) - 0 for all p E!it}~`{U"t~} (Walras' law),
ii) z~(p) ~ 0 whenever p~ - 0(desirability),
iii) z(~ . p) - z(p) for all scalars p, ~ 0 and all p E~}~`{U"{
~}(humo-
geneity of degree zero in prices).
Note that the aggregate excess demand of each cummodity depends
not
only on its own price, but also on the prices of all other
commodities. Sonnen-
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schein (1972, 1973), Mantel (1974), and Debreu (1974) showed furthermore
that these three properties characterize aggregate excess demand fimctions.
The last property of the excess demand function, i.e., homogeneity of degree
zero in prices, allows normalization of the price space to the n-dimensional
unit simplex, for instance, or setting one price equal to one (munéraire),
or normalization to the intersection of the (n ~ 1)-dimensional unit ball and
Ititt'. Fur any such normalization property (iii) obviuusly becomes void. The
main advantage of the n-dimensional unit simplex is that this set is buth con-
vex and compact, whereas ~t'`{0"}'} is neither bounded, nor closed. The
intersection of the (n f 1)-dimensional unit ball and 1~{' is compact, but
not convex, whereas taking a munéraire good gives a set not being bounded.
In the remainder, we restrict our analysis of excess demand functions to the
normalized price space formed by the unit simplex. For an illustration of the
n-dimensional unit simplex for n- 2, we refer to Figure 1. In the following
proposition, we state the well-known fact that an equilibrium price vector
always exists on the n-dimensional unit simplex for any aggregate excess
demand function.
Proposition 1 Let z : .S" -i R"}' be an aggregate excess demand junction.
Then, them, exists p' E S" satisfying z(p') - 0"i ~
Existence of an equilibrium price vector for an arbitrary excess demand
fiinction is therefore guaranteed. However, as we have seen in the previous
section, existence of an economically plausible globally convergent price
ad-
justment process is by no means straightforward. In the following section,
we present such a price adjustment process, and in order to facilitate the
exposure somewhat, we introduce several notations here. We denote the
arbitrary starting point of the price adjustment process by v E S".
For
A C I"}' -A is defined to be the set {-j ~ j E A}. Furthermore,
let
T be a subset of I"tl U-I"}1, satisfying T fl 1"t' ~ 0, T fl -I"t' ~ 0
(Tn-1"t') C{-j ~ v; 1 0}, and Tn-T - 0. Let 1't -{j E l"" ~ j E'l},
T--{jEI"}' ~-jET},andT(c)-{hEl"t' ~h~TU-1'}.
Definition 2 Get v E S" 6e gáven. Get T C I" F~ U -1" }' be as described,
then the subset A(T) of S" is given by







a: S' in R'. b: SZ projected on a plane.
Figure 1: The 2-dimensional unit simplex.
The dimension of A(T ) is equal to ~ T ~-1. Hence, 1 G dim A(T ) G n
fur all T as described above. Furthermore, the union of the sets A('I') over
all T C 1"}i U -1"tl with T(c) - 0, is the unit simplex. The interpretatiun
of such a set A(T) is straightforward. Any point in the interior of the set
A(T) may be reached from the starting point v by increasing the prices
of the commodities ( of which the index corresponds with an index) in T}
decreasing the prices of the commodities in T", while keeping the prices of
the commodities in T(c) at the initial level. For an illustration, see Figiire
2.
DeBnition 3 Given T C 1"i l U-1"t~ us described, lhen th,e subse,t C(T) oJ
S"` is gtiven 6y
C(T) - {P E~` ~ zi(P) - h~n, ~n(P) iÍ7 E T ,
min zh(P) C zi(P) L hm~, 4h(P) tÍ J E T(c),
hEl~
~i(P)) - hm~, zh(P) tÏ9 E T}}.
For an illustration, we refer to Figure 3. For the sake of cumparison
we






, .~.. . .
a((tt;311 a(It2.-3ll
Figure 2: The subdivision of the 2-dimensional unit simplex into sets A(T)
of varying dimension.
it follows at the price vector v that the excess demand of commodity 3 is
maximal and the excess demand of commodity 1 is minimal. Now, we derive
two lemmas, which will be useful in the next section.
Lemma 4 Let z : S"' -~ R"tt be an excess demand function. Let p' E S"
satisfy z~(p') -~0 for all j E I"t~. Then p' is an equilibrium price. vector.
Proof. By Walras' law, 0 -~~E~"t, p~z~(p') -~~Ej~t, p~Q -~i-
Hence,
~~r) - On}l..
Lemma 5 Let p' E C(T), then p~ ~ 0 for al! j E T-.
Proof. By desirability, p~ - 0 implies z~(p') 1 0, whereas j E 7' im-
plies z~(p') - minnEt~f~ zn(P~)- Suppose p~ - 0 for some j E T-. Then,
minhE~~t, zh(p') - z~(p') ~ 0. Hence,
t1 - ~ pkzk(p )? h~n, zh~~) ~ ~'
kEI~'~
which yields a contradiction. ~
12
83
Figure 3: A subdivision of the 2-dimensional unit simplex into sets C(T).
The curves indicate sets of price vectors where two commodities have equal
excess demand. The point p', where the excess demands of all commodities
are equal, is the unique equilibrium price vector.
4 The globally convergent price adjustment
process
The price adjustment process may start at an arbitrary point of the unit
simplex, representing a vector of normalized relative prices. At the starting
point v E Sn, following Herings (1994) we may assume that there is precisely
one good, say i', with maximal positive aggregate excess demand, and there
is precisely one other good, say j' E Car(v) - { j E In~l ~ ti~ 7 0}, with min-
imal negative aggregate excess demand. Hence, v E C({fi',-j'}).
Then,
under the price adjustment process, initially p;., the price of commodity i',
is increased from v;., and simultaneously p~., the price of commodity j', is
decreased from v~.. The prices of all other commodities remain unchanged
initially.
Throughout the entire process, we make the following nondegeneracy as-
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sumptiun. At any puint in S" reached by the price adjustment process which
is not an equilibrium price vector, it holds that for at must une commodity
the excess demand becumes maximal or minimal, or its price becumes equsl
to the initial value again. This nondegeneracy assumption is made for con-
venience in the ensuing description of the price adjustment process, and it
holda in general.
The price adjustment process leaves the starting point v, along the ray
formed by the one-dimensional set A({fi',-j'}) by increasing the price of
good i' from the initial level v;., decreasing the price of gcwd j' frum the
initial level 2ri., and keeping the prices uf all other cummodities fixed at their
initial levels. One of the following three mutually exclusive situations will
occur along A({fi',-j'}):
1) Fur some price vector p' it holds that p~. - 0;
2) Fur some price vectur p' it holds that the excess demand of some
commodity, say i' E T(c), becomes equal to the excess demand uf cummodit,y
i';
3) For some price vector p' it holds that the excess demand of some
commodity, say j' E T(c) fl Car(v), becomes equal to the excess demand of
commodity j'.
Situation 1 cannot occur according to Lemma 5.
If Situation 2 occurs, then the excess demand of commodity i' becomes
maximal. The process continues by raising the price of commodity ti', from its
initial level v;~, and by keeping z;. and z;~, the excess demands of commodities
i' and á , respectively, equal to each other. Thtis, the set A({~-i', fi', -j'})
of 5~` is entered and a path of points in this set is followed satisfying z;. (p) -
z;~(p) for each point p of the path.
If Situation 3 occurs, then the excess demand of commodity j' becomes
minimal. The process continues by lowering the price of commodity j',
from its initial level vi., and by keeping xi. and zi~, the excess demands
of commodities j' and j', respectively, equal tu each other. Thus, the set
A( {-~i' ,-j' ,- j'}) of S" is entered and a path of points in thia set is fol-
lowed satisfying z~. (p) - zi~ (p) for each point p of the path.
In general, the price adjustment process traces a path in some set A(T)
for varying T satisfying for every p on a curve in A(T) that
pi ~ vi and zi(p) - max zh(p) for all j E Tt,
nE r~
Pi - vi and hrr~n~ zh(p) C zi(P) C
nma~c, zn(P) for all j E'I'(c), (5)
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p~ C v~ and z~(p) - min zh(p) for all j E T-.
nEt~}~
Generically, following the pruuf of Theurem 10.4.2 of Herings ( 1995), the set
of points satisfying ( 5) for sume set 7' consists of a fmite number of curves,
each curve being a luup ur a path with two end puints. Then, one of the
fullowing mutuall,y exclusive cases ma,y occur at an end point uf a path in
A(T ):
1) The price adjustment process reaches a point p' E bd(A(T));
2) The price adjustment process reaches a point p` E int(A(T)) such that
for some j' E T(c) it holds that z~.(p') either becomes maximal or becomes
minimal;
3) The price adjustment process reaches a point p' E int(A('!')) satisfying
minzn(p') - maxzh(p').
In Case 1, p' satisfies p~ - 0 for sume j E I' , which is excluded by Lemma
5, or p' E A(K) for some nonempty set K C 7', satisfying ~ T`K ~- 1. In the
latter subcase, pk - vk fur some k E 1" } 1`T (c). Let K- 1'` { k } if k E T{,
and K-'I'`{-k} if k E T-, then the price adjustment process continues by
tracing a path of points p in A(K), satisfying ( 5) with T equal to K.
In Case 2, the price adjustment prucess continues by tracing a path of
points p in the set A(K), where K- TU{-~j'} if x~.(p') - maxh~l..~~ z~,(p'),
and K - T U{-j'} if x~~(p') - minne i~t~ zn(p~), satisfying (5) with T equal
to K.
In Case 3, it follows from Lemma 4 that p' is an equilibrium price
vector
and the price adjustment prucess terminates.
In this manner, starting at v, the price adjustment prucess fullows a path
of points, corresponding with price vectors, in sets of which the
dimension
may vary between 1 and n, for an exchange economy with ra -~ 1 commodities.
Such a set A(T ) is completely determined by the arbitrarily chusen starting
point of the process, v E S", and a certain set of positive and negative integers
T C 1"t~ U - I"}', with dim A(T) equal to ( T ~-1. Along the
path followed
by the process in such a set A(T), the excess demand of any commodity with
index k E T fl I"tl is kept maximal, and the price of any such
cummodity
may be higher than the initial level. Furthermore, the excess demand of
any
commodity with index k E T fl -I"{ i is kept minimal, and the price of such
a commodity may be lower than the initial level. The prices of all
other
commodities in the exchange economy are kept equal to their initial levels,
and the excess demands of these commodities are allowed to
vary between
the levels of minimal and maximal excess demand.
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Figure 4: The combination uf Figures 2 and "3. The price adjustment prucess
goes from the starting point v via p(1~, p(2~, p(3) to the equilibrium price
vector p~`.
If the excess demand of any of the latter cummudities Lecumes equal to
either maximal or minimal excess demand as well, then the price adjustment
process continues in a set of dimension one higher. On the other hand, as
soon as the price of a commodity becomes equal to its initial level again,
while having been raised or lowered from its initial value, the price adjust-
ment process continues in a set of one dimension lower. The path of points
followed by the price adjustment process, connects the starting point v with
a point representing an equilibrium price vector. The price adjustment pro-
cess terminates at an equilibrium price vector for arbitrary excess demand
functions under precisely the conditions which guarantee the existence of at
least one equilibrium price vector, while being started at an arbitrary price
vector. The informational requirements for this globally cunvergent price
adjustment process consist of local information obtained from the excess de-
mand fimction and global infurmation about the location of the current
price
vector in relation tu the starting point v.
The remainder of this section is devoted tu a detailed discussion of the
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examples in Figures 2 and '3 as depicted in Figure 4. At the starting point
v, the excess demand uf cummudity 3 is maximal and the excess demand
of commodity 1 is minimal, since v E C({~-3,-1}). The price adjustment
process leaves the starting puint 2r by raising the price uf commudit,y 3 and
simultaneously lowering the price uf the cummodit,y 1 from their respective
initial levels vl and v3. Thus, the one-dimensional set A({f3,-1}) is en-
tered by the price adjustment process and it traces a curve of points p in SZ
satisfying
p3 1 v3 and z3(p) - max zh(P)
pl - vz and zi(p) ~ za(p) C zs(P)
p~ G vi and zi(p) - minzn(P)~
until the point p(1) is reached. At the price vector p(1), it holds that z2(p(1)),
the excess demand of cummudity 2, is equal to z3(p(1)), the excess demand
of commudity 3. Moreover, z2(p(1)) and z3(p(1)) are buth maximal. The
process continues by raising the price of commudity 2 frum its initial level v2,
and by keeping z2 and z3 equal to each other. Thus, the set A({f2, f3, -1})
is entered and the price adjustment process fullows a c.urve of puints p in SZ
satisfying
p~ 1 v~ and z~(p) - maxzh(p) fur j E {2,3}
p~ G v~ and zi(p) - mirnzh(p),
until the point p(2) is reached. At the price vector p(2), the price uf cum-
modity 3 which had initially been raised, has become equal tu its initial level
v3 again. Then, the process continues by keeping the price of commodity 3
at v3, and by allowing the excess demand of commodity 3, z3(p), to Uecome
less than the maximal excess demand, z2(p). The latter causes a raise of
the price of commodity 2 and simultaneuusly a luwering of the price uf cum-
modity 1. Hence, the process proceeds by entering the one-dimensiunal set.
A({f2, -1}) and following a curve of points p in .S2 satisfying
p2 1 v2 and z2(P) - max zn(P)
hef3
pa - v;s and zi(P) C z3(P) C z~(P)
P~ c v~ and z~ (P) - nEin `h(P)~
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until the puint p(3) is reached. At this price vectur the excess demand of
commodity 3 becomes equal tu the minimal excess demand of cumm~dity 1.
The process then proceeds b,y lowering the price of cummodity 3 from v3 and
keeping z~ equal to z3. Thus, t.he set A({-~2, -1, -3}) is entered and s curve
of points p in 5~ is followed satisfying
p-z ~ 2rl and z2(p) - max zh(p)
hE F
p~ C ~,~ and z~(p) - h;nzh(p) for j- 1,3
until the point p' is reached. At p', it holds that z~(p') - z2(p') - z3(p'),
hence z(p') - 03 Ly Lemma 4.
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